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Spain. Whyte's stories are told in brief vignettes, with each of the 42 chapters 
outlining a specific event or crucial epiphany in his life. While traversing this terrain, 
he offers a history of American sociology. The book is well written, with an eye for 
developing the relationship between personal biography and academic pursuits. 

Though Whyte has not embraced some of the recent postnodem turns in the 
practice of ethnography, his autobiography can be read with a 1990s sensibility. We 
are reminded that, as revolutionary as the current practice of ethnography may feel, 
this important figure sowed the seeds for these changes long ago. As a "confession- 
al" tale, the book poignantly and candidly recounts some of the foibles, drawbacks, 
and elation that ethnographers face during the course of a research project. Chapter 
11, entitled "Leaming to Be a Participant-Observer," is a veritable primer for the 
novice ethnographer on how to gain entree to research settings. The book also 
reflects the current fascination with the role of self in qualitative research, exploring 
how the personal intermixes with the professional and how subjectivity operates to 
allow ethnographers greater access to their subjects. We also see aspects of the battle 
over voice and authority, where researchers have to grapple with how much they 
can speak for their subjects and how much they must allow indigenous populations 
to speak for themselves. Finally, Whyte's own contribution to ethnography- 
participatory action research - presaged the present-day focus on action and praxis 
in the conduct of research. 

William Foote Whyte has provided another enduring document for future 
generations to read and ponder. Those who have already read his other personal 
accounts in the appendixes to the editions of Street Corner Society and his previous 
work Learningfrom the Field will find that their appetites have been only whetted for 
this thorough treatment. Though Whyte is best known for one book, his autobiogra- 
phy reminds us of how wide-ranging his contributions have been throughout his 
distinguished career (he has written or edited eight books since his retirement in 
1979). This handsome volume, complete with priceless photographs, should sit 
proudly on any sociologist's shelf. It will serve as a motivation for productivity, 
creativity, and commitment to the academic enterprise. 

Secularization, Rationalism and Sectarianism: Essays in Honour of Bryan R Wilson. 
Edited by Eileen Barker, James A. Beckford, and Karel Dobbelaere. Clarendon Press, 1993. 
322 pp. $55.00. 

Reviewer: Jost CASANOVA, New Schoolfor Social Research 

This is a compilation of 16 essays written by eminent scholars in the social scientific 
study of religion. What distinguishes this well-deserved and rewarding Festschrift, 
giving it an unusual coherence for this kind of publication, is the fact that besides 
having been written by a group of colleagues who share "respect, admiration, and 
affection" for Bryan Wilson, the doyen of sociological studies of religion in Britain, 
the essays were specially commissioned for the book and revolve around the three 
concepts that have served as leitmotifs in Bryan Wilson's rich and influential 
lifework: secularization, rationalism, and sectarianism. 

Some of the essays are only indirectly related to Wilson's work through thematic 
affinity. These include James A. Beckford's comparative discussion of the different 
patterns of governmental management of controversial new religious movements 
(cults) in the U.S. and the United Kingdom; Jean Sdguy's historical reconstruction of 
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the apocalyptic theme in "Adventist" religious orders; Philip Rieff's literate and 
cryptic discourse, concatenated into 40 epigranunatic theses on the politics of culture 
and the culture of politics; and Asa Briggs's discussion of British religious broadcast- 
ing. 

The essays by Karel Dobbelaere, Sabino Acquaviva, and Philips Hammond and 
Mark Sibley review the old paradigm of secularization in view of the numerous 
recent criticisms coming primarily from students of religion in America. From 
diverse perspectives, the essayists all support Wilson's defense of an unreconstruct- 
ed paradigm that tends to treat the exceptional European case as a universal process 
of modernization. But this new round in the secularization debate only restates old 
platitudes. The main fallacy in the old paradigm, reproduced by apologists and 
critics alike, is the failure to distinguish analytically among three distinctly different, 
uneven, and unintegrated propositions: secularization as differentiation of the 
secular spheres from religious institutions and norms (which remains the valid core 
of the theory of secularization); secularization as decline of religious beliefs and 
practices (which remains an empirically valid proposition for some modem societies 
[e.g., Europe] but is patently invalid for others [e.g., the U.S.]); and secularization as 
marginalization of religion to a privatized sphere (which is a historical option for 
religions in the modem world). Only by examining and testing the validity of each 
of these propositions independently of each other can one hope to leave behind the 
fruitless secularization debate. 

The rest of the essays take some of the central categories of Wilson's work and 
offer various reformulations of them, examine them critically in view of newer 
research, or apply them to new areas. David Martin, Michael Hill, and Susumu 
Shimazono investigate Wilsonian patterns of sectarianism respectively in Latin 
America, New Zealand, and Japan. Roy Wallis, Eileen Barker, and Richard Fenn 
examine uses of the concept of charisma and the dynamics of charismatization and 
domestication. The Africanist J.D.Y. Peel revisits Magic and the Millennium and 
returns convinced of the contnuing relevance of the Wilsonian framework for the 
study of West African religion. Indeed, he asserts the analytical superiority of 
Wilson's typology of religious movements over the usually more contextualized but 
untheorized Africanist analyses. The most illuminating essays are by Roland 
Robertson and Richard Gombrich. Both offer a deconstruction of the essentialist 
category of "religion" as a modem Westem construct. Robertson traces the 
genealogy of the category of religion, its discovery and uses by Westem modernity, 
and its global diffusion and paradoxical indigenization in non-Westem societies. 
Through a comparison of Sinhalese and Japanese Buddhisms, Gombrich traces the 
dissociation of secularization and Protestantization, two processes that appear 
intrinsically related in the Weberian-Wilsonian theory of rationalization. Overall, the 
Festschrift honors the complexity and widespread influence of Wilson's work and 
meets the expectations raised by bringing together such a roster of prominent 
scholars of religion. 
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